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Interactive Guard Tour
In a small or a large facility there is no substitute for personal inspection of the access points and secured areas. To verify 
door’s operation, presence of people in the area or various other issues that can be out of normal order a patrolling 
security officer is needed. To make sure that these inspections are performed on time and in proper order we are proud 
to present our “Guard Tour” management package for Axiom Systems.

Access Points can be arranged in a sequence to be visited by a security guard. This Guard Tour can be started manually 
or automatically on a schedule and will specify the times at which points on this tour must be visited. For example 
“Routine Tour” will start at 10 PM at the Security Office, guard must make it to the Main Door 10 minutes into the tour, 
Rear Door in 25, Loading Dock in 40 and so on. As with all things in real life there are reasonable delays, and our 
programmable Grace Periods were designed to account for them. However if a guard was late beyond reason or had 
arrived too early, possibly taking a shortcut deviating from prescribed route, an alarm will be displayed and recorded.
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Displays if the tour has started, and if so when, as well as which 
guard has reached which access points and when.

GUARD TOUR STATUS SCREEN

Various programmable automation sequences and commands
can be automatically executed when the guard arrives a

station early, late or on-time and dynamically linked to a map.

AXIOMLINKS™ INTEGRATION

Live video form a camera associated with an access point can be 
displayed when a guard reaches it while tour is in progress. This 

allows for visual verification and recording.

CCTV INTEGRATION

For added flexibility, multiple guards can be assigned to a Guard 
Group to conduct tours together or separately. Any guard 
belonging to this group can advance the tour by presenting their ID.

GUARD GROUPS

• Fully integrated with AxiomLinks™ 

• Uses existing readers at access points

• Start tours manually or by schedules

• Comprehensive monitoring & reporting

• Integrated with CCTV

• Live progress display


